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 SORDONI: SOCIALISM AND CATHOLICISM 411

 make it so. If England had to wait for a general treaty before adopt-
 ing the factory code, it would almost certainly be waiting still. Com-

 bination amongst nations is-M. Droz has shown-a prominent

 element in civilisation, -but it must be added that even in the inter-
 national sphere there is a place for individual action and example.

 C. F. BASTABLE

 Socialism and Catholicism. From the Italian of Count Edward
 Sordoni. By RICHARAD JENERY-SHEE, of the Inner Temple.

 With a Preface by CARDINAL VAUGIIAN. 343 pp. 8vo.
 (Lonigmans: London, New York, and Bombay. 1896.)

 THIS translation of Count Sordoni's " Socialism and Catholicism"
 is vouched for by Cardinal Vaughan, in the preface, as " for English-
 speaking Catholics one of the best, if not the very best, handbook on
 the Social Question to be found in their language." As a statement of
 the attitude of the Roman Catholic Church towards the Social Question
 the book is interesting, otherwise the position taken by the author is a

 very usual one among critics of Socialism at the present day. Socialism
 is defined in an arbitrary manner; it follows from the definition that it

 is conidemned; then other alternative remedies for social evils are
 suggested and recommended, in some cases it would seem, so slight
 are the reasons given, simply because they are alternative remedies.
 Trade Unions, Arbitration, Conciliation-Boards, Labour Committees,
 Guilds, Co-operative Societies, Workmen's Clubs, Patronage and Tem-
 perance Societies, Savings Banks, Assurance Societies, Pensions for
 Old Age, Sickness, Accidents and Slackness of Work, Profit-sharing,
 Credit Institutes, and the whole question of taxation, with many other
 reforms, are all considered in this volume; but the manner in which

 these subjects are dealt with is not sufficiently thorough or definite to
 be useful. For instance, in the two pages allotted to the Currency
 Question, the author advocates the restoration to " silver of that value
 in the international markets which through the past was. not wrongly
 assigned to it," but he does not attempt to answer, nor does he even
 mention, the reasons which have been urged against such a measure.

 It is curious that in a handbook for Catholics on the Social Question,
 no mention should be made of Christian Socialism at the present time
 or of Christian Communism at all times. Count Sordoni declares the
 aim of Socialism to be " the constitution of society, in such wise that
 in its very humblest functions it shall depend entirely on one sole
 atheistic authority, termed the State, which consequently enjoys un-
 limited power, whereby it may avail to infringe, and does in reality
 infringe, upon every law and right in order to limit, obstruct, and
 destroy individual property, attacking all its elements and all its
 -developments; men themselves reduced to things, to movables, in the
 almighty grasp of the State." Between Communism, Socialism,
 Nihilism, and Anarchy, " divergence in reality doe.s not exist-the only
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 difference is a matter of form." This Socialism, which Count Sordoni
 criticises at considerable length, he finds in the works of Marx and
 Lassalle, and to this kind he confines his criticism, for the curious

 reason that "Marx and Lassalle may find imitators elsewhere, but
 never any to surpass them." He acknowledges that there are Socialists,

 "amateur maybe," who "repel with horror the attempts of Com-
 munists equally with those of Nihilists and Anarchists," but he dis-
 misses them with a single mention as " the most illogical minds that
 have ever existed." Yet further on he speaks of Collectivism or

 Socialism as "only an exaggerated reaction against the kind of disin-
 tegration to which the whole social body has been exposed." Why,
 then, should it be illogical to apply the term Socialism, as it is being
 applied more and more, to that principle of reaction against social

 disintegration ? It would seem to be only a question of words, but it
 leads in this case, as in many others, to a confusion of ideas; for
 Count Sordoni advocates reform on what one must call-for no other

 word will express the same meaning-distinctly socialistic lines. The
 programme which would result from any practical attempt to carry out

 the rules laid down for State intervention by Pope Leo XIII. which

 Count Sordoni takes as his text, would be considered decidedly
 socialistic:

 "W Whenever, then, either society or any part thereof is threatened with
 mischief which can in no other way be averted or forestalled, it becomes
 necessary for the State to intervene.... Hence, if through a strike or other
 combination of workmen there should be impending danger of disturbance of
 the public peace, or if circumstances were such as that among the labouring
 population the ties of family life become relaxed; if religion were found to
 suffer through workmen not having time and opportunity afforded theim to
 practise their religious duties; if employers laid burdens on their workpeople
 which were either unjust or degraded them with conditions repugnant to their
 duty as human beings; finally, if health were endangered by protracted
 labour or by work unsuited to sex or age-in such cases there can be no

 question but that, within certain limits, it would be fittinig to invoke the aid
 and authority of the State."

 It might be argued, as it has been argued quite logically, that only
 by a complete re-organisation of industry could the State render effec-
 tual aid in such cases. At any rate, how could the policy here advo-
 cated-State intervention where the welfare of the community, or any
 part of it is concerned, to be limited in its action by a respect for
 individual liberty and development-find a more significant name than
 Christian Socialism.

 There is another curious omission in this volume; no mention is
 made of the economic duties or responsibility of the individual con-
 sumer. Yet it is in this direction that the Catholic Church and other

 religious bodies are most likely to make their influence felt in remedy-
 ing social evils. If it were understood that, as in the Middle Ages, no
 good Catholic would " forestall," " engross," or put his money out to
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 usury, so, at the present time, no good Catholic should buy cheap,
 ready-made goods or use his capital in such a way as to derive benefit
 from the harm done to others; then the inconsistency which has so
 long existed between their religious theory and economic practice would
 disappear.

 The book has been singularly unfortunate in its translator.- The
 reader's attention is distracted on every page from the author's argu-

 ment by the translator's extraordinary English. Adjectives are nearly

 always placed after their nouns: "a person human," "measures pre-
 cautionary." The following sentence from the Encyclical Rerurn
 Novarum is a fair example of the style of this translator:

 " If the workman, constrained by necessity or from fear of worse, accept
 conditions very hard which, because imposed by the landowner or the con-
 tractor, to be accepted, whether he will or no, this means to be subjected to
 a violence against which justice protests."

 F. M. BUTLIN

 Socialism Notes on a Political Tour. By SIR HENRY WRIXON,
 late Attorney-General of Victoria, Australia, and Commis-

 sioner for Inquiry from that Province. XI. Pp. 330O
 (Lonidon and New York: Macmillan.)

 To define the attitude of English working men towards the State

 and towards politics might well be a puzzling task to any one returning

 to England after an absence of thirty years, and this seems to have

 been Sir Henry Wrixon's experience, if one may judge from the rather
 confused impression left on the mind after a perusal of these pages.
 But the confusion is not entirely due to the difficulty of the subject:

 the arrangement is not happy, also the author's preconceptions tends
 to make him lay such undue emphasis on certain features of the situa-
 tion as to convey a very misleading general impression.

 Sir Henry Wrixon was in 1894 appointed by the Government of

 Victoria to be one of its delegates to the -Colonial Conference, which
 was held in that year in Canada; at the same time he was given a,
 commission to inquire into some public questions that interested and
 concerned the " colonists in common with all the more progressive
 communities in the world."

 The first few chapters deal with the author's impressions of
 Sydney, the Pacific, Fiji, and Honolulu. Then comes a very interesting
 chapter on Canada. In his account of society in the province of
 Quebec one feels that the author is describing his ideal state of society:
 "medieval in tone and free from the divine gift of discontent."

 "One is impressed by the virtues that they have preserved in their nonl-
 progressive state. Faith that consoles and sustains in life is, surely, still a.
 great gift for men. They are industrious, moral in habits, and love family
 life. The new woman is unknown among them. A high official in Quebec-
 told me that there was no such thing as Socialism in their province, and

 No. 27.-VOL. VII F F
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